
PhD position at the animal ecology group in Potsdam, Germany.  
 
Topic: Pregnancy replacement in mammals – all costs or hidden benefits for 
females?  
 
#reproductive behaviour  
#sexual conflict  
#Bruce effect  
#Small mammals  
#encounter tracking  
#field experiments  
 
The adaptive value of many behavioural processes may relate to very specific 
biological or social situations. The Bruce effect reported from different mammalian 
taxa describes the blocking of an early pregnancy in reaction to the confrontation to a 
new, unknown male. It probably has high energetic costs for the female, especially if 
a broader, less mechanistic definition of the pregnancy termination also in later 
stages of the pregnancy is applied. The adaptive value has been debated as a 
counterstrategy to potential future infanticide by the new male (infanticide avoidance 
hypothesis), but also lab artefacts were considered since in rodent species the effect 
was reported only from laboratory conditions. We (Eccard et al. 2017) showed in 
rodents in experimental, near natural conditions that the Bruce effect was restricted 
to isolated, breeding pairs and may be adaptive in fluctuation rodent populations 
during low density phases. We also found that half of the test females replaced 
pregnancies when encountering a new male while the other half did not, which raised 
questions about the adaptive value and biological function of the process, potentially 
in mate choice.  
 
In the proposed project we experimentally disentangle potential adaptive and 
mechanistic explanations for pregnancy replacements, focussing rather on the 
replacement than the termination function, using a small rodent system in near 
natural, controlled conditions. Low population density forces females to reproduce 
with their relatives, but in the event of encountering a migrant male, pregnancy 
replacement may allow the female to increase her genetic dissimilarly to sire 
(inbreeding avoidance). Further, the process could be a mechanism of sequential 
mate choice and should thus depend on the relative quality of original and 
replacement male (male quality). Hypotheses will be tested in near natural 
conditions, and infanticidal tendencies of each male will also be monitored. Further, 
the dynamic interaction of the animals will be tracked with proximity loggers to reveal 
triggers of pregnancy replacement, e.g. mate guarding, harassment, avoidance 
(behavioural, mechanistic explanations).  
 
The candidate is expected to run experiments in large outdoor enclosures with the 
help of a technician, to breed and phenotype animals with different degrees of 
relatedness and male quality (dominance ranks), to collect and analyse automated 
tracking and encounter data. Experience working with small animals, willingness 
working outdoors also mornings and evenings (life trapping), technical abilities while 
using the customized encounter logging system (calibrations, soldering, systematic 
error searches), fun and experience with R statistics, driving license, scientific writing 
skills are desired, some of these can be learned.  
 



 
Questions to: Jana Eccard (eccard@uni-potsdam), applications to (animal-
ecology@uni-potsdam.de) including letter, cv, addresses for recommentations. 
Position is open (Nov. 2021) until filled. The project is funded by the DFG including a 
66% Researcher position and technical support. 
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